
 

 

Mindful Decision Making 

Setting Goals + Letting Go = Adventure 

 

Mindfulness gives us the opportunity to live our lives with a greater state of 

awareness that can deepen our sense of the present moment and can bring back 

the wonder and mystery of life.   It can be used at anytime and anywhere and can 

help us cope with stressful situations, work with challenging emotions, increase 

productivity and creativity and give us a greater sense of well-being.   Mindfulness 

can also be used when it comes to those big decisions we need to make in life 

whether they’re personal or in business. It allows us the space to develop insight 

about what we really value and clarity about the options we are facing. With 

mindfulness, we can accept the reality that no decision will be 100% “right,” yet we 

can make the best decision for ourselves at the present time. 

 

You can use the mindfulness approach to clarify your thinking. You can use this 

three step process to help you to make a decision from a more conscious space.  In 

the end, it's not the decision, but rather how you live it out, that truly matters. 

 

Step One - Becoming Present 

 

When you're faced with a tough decision, direct your attention to the felt 

experience of this particular decision. Often you don't notice what's going on and 

miss the body's signals telling you what to do. By feeling the decision in your body, 

you connect with your intuition. Often our moods, sensations and emotions are 

informative.  

 

 How does it feel in your body right now?  

 Do you feel pressure? Anxiety?  

 What is your general mood tone? Positive? Negative? Neutral? 

 

Now, take a short breathing space and tune in to what’s happening internally. Our 

breath is a great tool we can use to bring us back to the present moment, the only 

space where a decision can be made.   

 

Key Points 

 

 The breath can bring you back to the present moment. 

 It is always there for you, anywhere and anytime. 

 It can change your view of a situation, giving you a new perspective. 

 It can be the first stop if a challenging situation arises. 

 



 

 

 
The 3 Minute Breathing Space 

 

The 3 minute breathing space can be used as a first step to respond to a difficult 

situation, feeling or body sensation arising in a particular moment. You can think of 

it a bit like a ‘reset’ button if you like.  The purpose is to bring you back to the 

present moment. You can do it almost anywhere and it doesn’t take long. If 

practiced regularly, the breathing space can be of great benefit in our busy lives 

especially when we feel overwhelmed. If you work in an office, try it at your 

computer desk with your eyes open. 

 

 

1: Becoming aware 
 

Begin by deliberately adopting an upright posture, whether sitting or standing. If it 

is ok to do so, close your eyes. Then ask yourself – what is my experience right 

now? What thoughts are going through your mind? (Try and acknowledge thoughts 

as mental events). What are your feelings and tone of mood? Are there any body 

sensations? Do a quick body scan to check. 

 

2: Gathering 

 

Now redirect your attention onto the sensations of your breathing. Focus on the air 

coming in and out of your nostrils or into your belly. Use your breath to anchor you 

in the present moment – trust your breath, let it guide you. 

 

3: Expanding 

 

Now expand your awareness around so that in addition to your breathing, you 

become aware of your body as a whole, your posture and facial expression.  Don’t 

worry if you feel tense or anxious, just notice this, home in and breathe into any 

areas of discomfort. You could try saying to yourself “it’s ok, whatever it is, it’s 

already here…let me feel it”. 

 

Next start to name the actual decision you are making which will help bring it into 

focus.  Naming may be the single most useful skill you can develop for decision 

making.  Then put the decision into language– writing it down will allow you to 

reflect, evolve, refine and articulate the decision that need to be made. 

 

Another important step in being mindful of a decision is to notice if 

you're obsessing over the decision instead of engaging in making it.  If you are 

replaying the same thoughts over and over in your head, this is often a sign you're 

avoiding making the decision. Your obsessive thinking means you are focusing on 

your fear of not getting it right rather than focusing on the decision. When you 

become mindful that you're just recycling your same old anxious thoughts about 



the decision, redirect your mind elsewhere. Often just noticing obsessive thinking 

and naming it will help you to stop obsessing. 

 

Step 2 - Bringing Clarity Through Investigation 

 

Now go deeper, considering not only your feelings about the decision but also the 

consequences of making it. Perhaps the long-term effects are minimal, and you've 

been distraught over something that's not all that important. Or maybe it's an easy 

decision that you have been making hard because you don't want to face it -- and 

that's creating stress.  

 

 Be realistic, too, about the deadline: Are you worrying about a choice that 

you won't actually have to make for a long time? 

 It may seem obvious, but do you have the information you need to make the 

decision? Surprisingly, we often don't, or we don't organize it in a way that 

reflects our priorities. Either way, this can make deciding difficult. 

Conversely, perhaps it's not possible to obtain more information. In this 

case, rather than gathering and reorganizing information endlessly, you 

need to go ahead and act. 

 Now think about how your decision will affect others -- and how they will feel 

about it. As you gather feedback from others, though, try not to get 

completely overrun by their opinions. Balance their viewpoints within the 

context of this being about your quest to discover what's ultimately true for 

you. 

 

For further clarification try using these five kinds of decision situations: 

 

1. Benevolent: all your options are good. What seems like a benevolent 

decision can sometimes indicate a deeper, hidden conflict. Ask yourself, "Am 

I creating options for myself in order to escape facing a deeper issue?" 

2. Neutral: You don't have a preference for any of your choices, yet you 

hesitate. This may be a sign of a conflict not yet seen, perhaps with another 

person of between objectives. 

3. Mixed: There are gains and losses inherent in all your options, and it's not 

clear which is the wisest choice. 

4. Undesirable: All your options have unpleasant consequences. In this 

circumstance listen to your heart: ask yourself which choice will be the 

easiest for you to live with, despite what are likely to be unpleasant external 

conditions. 

5. Unknowable: The consequences of the decision are unclear.  

 

When You Become Aware of Negative Thoughts 

 

When you become aware of negative thoughts and images in your mind just watch 

them with an attitude of gentle curiosity.  Try not to get pulled into the content and 

if you do just notice this has happened and bring yourself back to a state of 

awareness.  You can try asking yourself the following questions as part of your 



investigation – remember you can use your breath to anchor you back in to the 

present moment after you’ve looked into each question. 

 

 Am I confusing thought with fact? 

 What is this thought based on? Am I jumping to conclusions? 

 Is this a repeating thought? If so, is there another way of looking at this? 

 Am I being too hard on myself over one particular thing?  

 Am I just concentrating on weaknesses rather than strengths? 

 Am I blaming myself for something that isn’t my fault? 

 Am I expecting perfection? 

 Am I thinking in black and white terms? 

 Am I mind reading? Predicting the future? 

 

Stage Three - Go With It (Letting Go) 

 

As a last exercise, write down: 

 

1/ What your mind is telling you to do right now 

2/ What your heart seems to want 

3/ What your intuition seems to be saying.  

 

When these centers of knowing conflict, the effects can be paralyzing. If you're 

stumped, my usual advice is to go with your heart and intuition, if they agree, but 

to do so utilizing the practical planning capacity of the mind. 

 

Try not to cling to the idea of making "the right choice." When you insist on 

perfection, you're only deluding yourself and delaying the decision. The truth is, no 

matter what you choose to do, it's impossible to foresee all the consequences. The 

decision could be right for a while and then turn out wrong later on. Or it might be 

wrong now but lead to a much better situation in the future. So once you decide 

what you are going to do, "try it on" for a few days to see how it feels. If you're still 

confident about it, act on your choice -- and then be open to accepting and 

surrendering to however the future unfolds. 

 

The final step in clarifying is restating the decision (in writing of course). Cross-

check your options with your core values and ask yourself whether they're aligned. 

We are much more likely to feel at ease with our decision, no matter what the 

outcome, if we make a choice based on our values. 

 

Acceptance is key 

  

You can use acceptance as a springboard to some form of skilful action directed at 

achieving change in your inner and outer world.  However, there are also situations 

and feelings that it may be very difficult, or actually impossible, to change.  In this 

situation there is the danger that, by carrying on, trying to solve the insolvable 

problem, or by refusing to accept the reality of the situation you are in, you may 

end up ‘banging your head against the wall’ exhausting yourself and actually 



increasing your sense of helplessness.  In these situations, you can still retain some 

sense of dignity and control and to accept the situation as it is, if possible with a 

kindly attitude.  

In the so-called “serenity prayer” we ask for “the grace to accept with serenity 

the things that cannot be changed, the courage to change the things that 

should be changed, and the wisdom to distinguish one from the other”.  

Where can we find this grace, this courage, this wisdom?  At some level, we already 

have all of these qualities – our task is to realise them (make them real). And our 

way is living through moment by moment awareness. 

Being Non-judgemental 

 

One last piece of advice: Making difficult decisions is hard work and there is 

tremendous uncertainty in it. It can be physically as well as mentally exhausting 

and can overload your nervous system. Therefore, when you are dealing with 

a major decision, it is critical that you cultivate a non-judgemental, forgiving, and 

kind attitude toward yourself throughout the process. Not only does such an 

attitude provide the calm space necessary for making the decision, it ripens these 

qualities, which are crucial for a meaningful and joyful life, within you. 

 
Further reading:  
 
Decide -Better Ways of Making Better Decisions by David Wethey 
Gut Feelings: Short Cuts to Better Decision Making – Gerd Gigerenzer 

 

Best of luck! Remember to listen to your intuition as well. 

 


